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Ep. #12416



Dusty and Jordan learn from Sierra that the rescue plane sent for Lucy and Rafi crashed in the mountains of Idaho. Dusty fears that Dom will learn that Lucy and Rafi are alive and go after them. Sierra wants to call the police but Dusty convinces her to wait for Bud to give them more information. Sierra reluctantly agrees and Dusty and Jordan rush to the downtown gym where they discover Bud stuffed in a locker and shot. As Jordan calls for an ambulance, Dusty presses Bud to reveal what hes found out. Bud manages to choke out the words Sawtooth Mountains. Meanwhile, Craig summons Sierra to Lucindas library and blasts her for her heartless treatment of him. Sierra gives as good as she gets, confronting him with the knowledge that he was involved in her late husband Alans death. Craig threatens to expose Sierra for her kidnapping, but Sierra insists that she was trying to save his soul. She then drops the bomb that Lucy was out looking for Craig when her plane went down and wants to know how many people have to suffer in order to save him. Meanwhile, Lucy is slipping into despair, realizing that their rescue plane has crashed and no one knows where they are. Rafi attempts to keep her spirits up and reassure her that it isnt their destiny to die. Later, Lucy steps outside to check the status of the blizzard and returns minutes before an avalanche hits. Katie is determined to spend uninterrupted time alone with Mike so that hell fall in love with her all over again. To accomplish this, she enlists Henrys help to keep Jennifer occupied while she invites Mike over to her house. There, Henry once again pretends to be Simon and places a call to Katie, informing her their marriage is over. Katie is devastated and Mike comforts her, just as Jennifer realizes shes been had, and angrily confronts Henry.
Quest roles:
Larkin Malloy, Colleen Feehan, Bianca Pagano
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